A-D100SP 35 TON PORTABLE CRIMPER

Weighing only 45 lb with capacity to crimp up to 1 inch 2 wire hose, the D100SP is a truly portable crimper that can be carried to most any location where service is required.

- High strength aluminum flanges and tubular frame make this a truly “portable” crimper.
- Removable pusher and inverted die position make accurate fitting positioning easy.
- “Micro Site” indicator assures accurate and repeatable crimps.
- Micrometer style adjustment permits crimping a wide variety of hose and fittings without the need for special shims or spacers.
- Base mounting holes allow the crimper to be bench or truck bed mounted if required.
- Pneumatic ValPower 10,000 psi pump (included with crimper) makes this the perfect go anywhere 35 ton portable crimper.
- A-VHP-10-43 hand pump also available.

A-D160SP 60 TON PORTABLE CRIMPER

Weighing only 50 lbs the 60 Ton cylinder has the capacity to crimp up to 1 inch 6 wire hose, the D160SP is a truly portable 60 Ton crimper that can be carried to most any location where service is required.

- High strength aluminum flanges and tubular frame make this a truly “portable” crimper.
- Removable pusher and inverted die position make accurate fitting positioning easy.
- “Micro Site” indicator assures accurate and repeatable crimps.
- Micrometer style adjustment permits crimping a wide variety of hose and fittings without the need for special shims or spacers.
- Base mounting holes allow the crimper to be bench or truck bed mounted if required.
- Pneumatic ValPower 10,000 psi pump (included with crimper) makes this the perfect go anywhere 60 ton portable crimper.
- A-VHP-10-43 hand pump also available.

A-D165M 60 TON CRIMPER

The D165M Crimper with its more powerful 60 Ton cylinder gives it the ability to crimp up to 1-1/4 inch 4 wire hose and up to 1 inch 6 wire hose with standard dies. The D165M comes packed with features that make it the most productive and capable crimper, feature for feature, that you can get.

- 1 HP 110 Volt ValPower pump.
- No electrical wires to remote start/stop switch.
- “Micro Site” indicator assures accurate and repeatable crimps.
- Fully adjustable micrometer style crimp settings to accommodate a wide range of hose and fittings without the need for special shims or spacers.
- Built in retraction stop for faster crimping.

DIES & ACCESSORIES

DIES

A-D100-15/RED for 1/4” hose
A-D100-18/YELLOW for 3/8” hose
A-D100-22/BLUE for 1/2” hose
A-D100-25/ORANGE for 5/8” hose
A-D100-28/GREEN for 3/4” hose
A-D100-37/BLACK for 1” hose

A-VHP-10-43
Hand Pump

A-101431 Die Rack